We study the variations of the received frequencies (Complex Doppler effect) from a source moving uniformly in a homogeneous isotropic plasma and emitting a uniform EM plane wave with amplitude E0 , as a function of coe/Eo where coe is the plasma frequency. The ratio of the velocity U of the source over the group velocity UgT of the transmitted wave is then calculated from the slope of the Doppler curves.
The relativistic Doppler effect in a homogeneous isotropic plasma has been studied so far 1 under the assumption of zero-field-intensity for the EM wave transmitted from the moving source. This means that in the evaluation of the refractive index of the medium the Electromagnetic pressure has been altogether omitted vs. the thermal pressure of the gas or, the plasma has been considered at zero temperature [refractive index n(co) = {l -co^Jco 2 } 1 ' 1 ]. In any realistic case however, involving the motion of EM sources in dispersive media it is obvious that the intensity of the transmitted waves should be taken into account. It has been proved 2 that such a biasing Electric field E0 = E(f)~i a)t modifies the cold-plasma refractive index as following: ti (co) ={1-(coe 2 /co 2 )
where E = e ] E0 |/V8 m kT, e, m are the electron charge and mass, k is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the plasma temperature. Eventually Eq. (1) describes a non-homogeneous medium and for such a medium the principle of phase invariance from which the Doppler shift is deduced 1 , is not valid. However, far from the source where the field can be considered quasi-plane, E may be taken as constant: consequently n{co) in Eq.
(1) is taken as an r-independent function. In Figs. 1 we plot the ratio of the received frequency co over the plasma frequency as a function of the transmitted frequency eo0 in the rest frame of the source vs. coe for given values of CJOv/E. The relation between co0 and co is
with ß = U/c and for motion of the source parallel to the direction of the wave number of the transmitted wave. Expression (2) above is deduced by applying the phase invariance method (under Lorentz transformations) to the phase of the traveling plane wave. E is evaluated at the observer's frame. In the case 0 it is known that for a receding source (/?<0) one frequency co is received for a given co0 and for an approaching source (/2>0) two frequencies co are received for any CJO0 between coJVl -ß 2 and coe. As the sequence of Figs. 1 shows for E #= 0, new branches of the Doppler effect emerge from the origin -both for /?>0 and /5<0. These new branches are separated from the "old" ones by cut-off regions. The two branches for each ß approach as cojE decreases, and for coe/E ~1.65 they merge. As E/coe increases further we have again one branch -starting now from the origin -for each ß and as E/coeoo, n(w) 1 (the plasma is squeezed away from the source to infinity) and one gets co0-> co-y(l -ß) / (1 + ß), i.e. the vacuum case. The interesting feature with the above curves is that now for a given value of co0 there correspond two values of co to any ß positive or negative and that near the critical region of coalition we receive three distinct frequencies. From (2) we get , . 3 ra(a>)
Here, it has been implicitly assumed that the group velocity in a non-linear medium is given by the same expression as in the usual case of a linear medium, i.e. UgT = dco(K, E 2 )/dK^dco{K,0)/dK. In general, for highly non-linear media, i. e. for strong fields E this assumption is not correct since from the dispersion relation co = f(K, E 2 ) one gets:
where co0(£) determines the dispersion law in the linear approximation. (For a lucid discussion see Ref. 6 .) However, in our case, the variable is the ratio oje/E (from 0 ... oo) and small values of this variable do not necessarily imply large values for the normalized field E (see note added in proof at the end of the text).
So, the ratio Y = U/UgT can be evaluated from the curves of Figs. 1. Direct calculation of the group velocity
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Vgr -3K l-(cOe 2 lco 2 ) (E 2 /co 2 j e-E'l"* shows that, due to the very steep variation of n(o)) with co, the above expression does not represent the velocity of energy transport beyond a certain limit for which UgT exceeds c. This happens because in this case higher order derivatives of co with respect It appears that in such cases a "velocity of energytransport" cannot be defined unambiguously. In [1 -(ft>e 2 / <ul ) 1 da> u/ug ua coP 0 , for coFor all cases U/UgT-*~ß as co-oo. It is now of some interest to evaluate the group velocity of the transmitted wave in the rest frame of the source, i. e. as seen from an observer moving with the source. Denoting by primes the parameters in the rest frame of the medium we write for the wave number and the frequency, the transformation relations 1 :
and UgT= g^ = VxN i. e. UgTx v= ^ .
We assume £ in the x, y plane, forming an angle 0 with the X direction; U is taken along the X axis. From Eqs. (4), (5) i. e. we get the usual expression expected from the Lorentz transformations of the velocity.
B. Doppler Shift in Inhomogeneous Media
In a (mildly) non-homogeneous medium (onedimensional stratification), the Doppler shift can be calculated in an explicit way only for U c. For motion parallel to the direction of stratification one obtains 3 we get finally (w/c) e~y Z and
where j A co | = | a>0' -co | and K(z) is the wavenumber as a function of "height". In cases where the series (10) converges, is a desirable prerequisite for fast convergence. There exist two obvious cases where (10) can be evaluated exactly: a) the sinusodial and the b) exponential profile. a) For a harmonic profile we write
where A is a constant and Q = / (co).
Then, I Am
where
In the general case the relation (10) rarely converges when \K(o), z)|<l. For a linear profile one gets Y = 3 I Zlco |/3CD .
Differentiation of both sides of (10) with respect to co gives:
For m = 1 (quadratic model) one gets:
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. ,3o in which in addition a small-scale stochastic variation of the electron distribution AN/N has been superimposed.
The expression for the "average" wave number for such an irregular slightly (cold) ionized gas has been developed recently 5 and for isotropic ir- the symmetric layer the Doppler shift can become zero or even be slightly reversed *.
